(1) There are data on the amount of current necessary to stimulate a myelinated fiber or cell body and/or its axon a given distance away from a monopolar electrode over the entire range of practical interest for intracranial stimulation. Data do not exist for other electrode configurations.
(1) There are data on the amount of current necessary to stimulate a myelinated fiber or cell body and/or its axon a given distance away from a monopolar electrode over the entire range of practical interest for intracranial stimulation. Data do not exist for other electrode configurations.
(2) Currents from a monopolar cathode of more than 8 times threshold may block action potentials in axons. Therefore, only axons lying in a shell around the electrode are stimulated. Elements very close to the electrode may not be stimulated. Close to an electrode small diameter axons may be stimulated and larger ones may not be.
(3) Most, and perhaps all, CNS myelinated fibers have chronaxies of 50-100 #sec. When gray matter is stimulated, the chronaxie is often 200-700/~sec. It is not clear what is being stimulated in this case. Current-duration relations should be determined for many more responses.
(4) There are no current-distance or current-duration data for central finely myelinated or unmyelinated fibers.
(5) It takes less cathodal current than anodal to stimulate a myelinated fiber passing by a monopolar electrode. When a monopolar electrode is near a cell body, on the opposite side from the axon, often the lowest threshold is anodal, but sometimes cathodal. Stimulation of a neuron near its cell body is not well understood, but in many cases the axon is probably stimulated.
(6) Orientation of cell body and axons with respect to current flow is important.
